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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes field observations spread over the period 1970-1982,
In Mbere Division, Embu District. (Mbere refers to the administrative division,
but the preferred spelling for the people Is Mbeere). Ii' the early years, defores
tation was widespread, the main cause being agricultural clearing, a result of
rapidly increasing population. Most clearing is done In order to plant food
crops-maize, millet, sorghum and various legumes. The main cash-crops are
cotton, tobacco and surplus beans or maize, all of which also required land to
be cleared. Cutting trees for charcoal and for fuel to cure tobacco are con
tributory causes of deforestation, but cutting fuelwood is not a major cause.
During the last two or three years, there have been discernible and signi
ficant changes: many more people are planting trees, for timber, shade, orna
ment, fruits-and for fuelwood. This planting is associated with soil conservation,
adult literacy, primary and secondary education, and other rural developments.
What has happened In Mbere is described and analyzed. The report also
contains a comparative study by Alfonso Feter Castro of fuelwood and refores
tation In Kirinyaga District, which has a higher population density and a more
favorable physical setting.
The concluding section includes recommendations for specific actions
that could Improve the fuelwood situation.

S(1)

INTRODUCTION
We (Brokensha and Riley) first went to Mbere Division In July 1970, and
up until July 1982 we had made a series of seven visits (ranging from a few
days to over a year), totalling nearly three years. Mbere Division (which has
recently beln sub-divided Into Gachoka and Slakago Divisions) covers an area
of 1500 km , and has a population of about 75,000, most of whom are ethnically
Mbeere. During our periods of fieldwork we were able to observe all phases
of the seasonal (especially agricultural) calendar, while we were making our
study of social and ecological change. This study focused on changes In the
Incidence and uses of vegetation (especially trees) so by necessity we soon
became aware of the increasing shortage of fuelwood: early in our study,
local people began to complain that "the trees were further away", and to
voice their Indignation over the growing commercialization of fuelwood.
Our aims were to observe and determine how people perceived and used trees.
To do this we enlisted the help of many Mbeere people, including high-school
students, farmers, old men and women, and officials such as chiefs and exten-.
sion officers. We carefully selected representative localities from Mbere,
where the three major eco-zones include a relatively small area with medium
potential and usually fair rainfall, an intermediate zone, and lower zone
that is clearly semi-arid in all its characteristics. Rainfall varies from more
than 1100 mm in the high zone to less than 600 mm in the lowest zone, with
frequent shortages of rain and consequently of food too. Periodic famines
are an integral part of Mbeere history.
In asking who did and who did not plant trees, we found that land owner
ship was a key factor, as those who have secure title to adequate land are
usually more likely to plant trees than. are those without such an advantage.
We try in this report to indicate the relative importance of land, non-farm
income, and other socio-economic variables, in tree-planting. Not surprisingly,
those people who are better off make more effective use of the natural re
sources. We did not find any intransigent cultural attitudes which constitute
a real obstacle to reforestation. To gain information on these questions,
we once aga'n used high-school students (63 from Mbere, and 20 from Embu
Division-the higher, more fertile, densely populated areas-for comparison)
In August 1982, and we summarize these questionnaires in several tables.
Our sample of farmers almost certainly does not adequately reflect the poorest
of the poor, nor the landless or near landless. While we recognize that It is
somewhat biased in this respect, we still think that It Is sufficiently represen
tative to be useful. (We include some photographs that we took in neighboring
Kitul District, which is comparable in many respects.)
For comparative purposes, we Include a section by Castro, who made
similar enquiries in KIrinyaga District, some 80 kilometers to the west, from
July 1982 to March 1983. The-comparison is useful because Kirinyaga, like
the adjacent Upper Erbu Division, is better favored physically, but has a
much higher population density, and some of the poorest people here may have
even more difficulty getting fuel than do the poorest in Mbere.

We all try to relate changes in the physical environment (deforestation
or reforestation) with socio-economIc and political aspects. The correlations
that we established were interesting and In some cases surprising. This report
deviates somewhat from the original proposal submitted to AID, because of
the remarkable changes we observed during our three-week stay in Mbere
during July 1982. We expected to continue our gloomy catalog of deforestation,
of increasing population pressing on a restricted natural resource base, with
inevitably grim results, especially on vegetation and soils. Instead, we were
surprised and pleased to see impressive evidence of rural improvements, espe
cially by way of tree planting activities, or at least of a halt to the deteriora
tion in the environment.
DEFORESTATION
When we first saw Mbere in 1970, it was relatively well wooded, although
even then there were signs of hillside cultivation, unprotected river banks, and
spreading soil erosion. The forest reserves that had been established by the
colonial government in the 1940s were threatened by hunters, who by careless
ness or intent started disastrous fires, or by poachers who cut trees for their
timber. By the mid-1970s the position had markedly deteriorated, as increased
population pressure had led to ever more clearing of land for peasant farming.

o

Kiang'ombe mountain and forest reserve, rainy season 1971
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Klang'ombe: Same view, July 1982. Deforestation mainly
fran agricultural clearing and burning

Kamarandi Hill, the dry Acacia commiphora
zrne. Note encroachment an orest for agriculture

Land clearing, low zone near Tana River.
Main reason for felling trees is for agriculture.

Kathera Hillside with maize awaiting harvesting.
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In the early 1970s land had not been demarcated and many farmers were
able to clear fields on communal, clan land. Most clearing was done to enable
local farmers to continue their system of shifting cultivation, and with few
exceptions most crops were grown for subsistence.
The Special Rural Development Programme, started In 1970, Improved
rural roads which had an unanticipated consequence. For the easier access,
coupled with rising demand for charcoal in the rapidly growing urban centers,
led to a great increase in large trees being felled for charcoal. Then, as
now, Mbeere charcoal producers used the earth-hod method: no improved
kilns have yet been introduced, not even such simple devices as placing an
iron sheet over the cut wood to improve efficiency of production. We esti
mated that total charcoal sales from Mbere were 150 to 200 tons per month.
In 1976. It is difficult to be more precise, as for several years there have
been various attempts to control or even prohibit charcoal production In Kenya.

td

Slow growing heartwood species are not replacing
themselves (charcoal stack).
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Charcoal sack pick-up points are more frequent.

Charcoal production increased before good harvests
of mid-1977.
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Another negative Index of charcoal production Is the disappearance of
large hardwoods, such as Albizla tanganyicensis, which were common when we
first went to Mbere. But by 1976/1977 it was unusual to see a hardwood that
had a breast-high diameter of mo:e than 30 cm. Even fuelwood became a
commercial commodity in the mid-1970s, being sold at Ishiara and Siakago
markets. Small amounts of fuelwood had been sold in a few trading centers
to bars and eating-houses, but that was on a contract basis. What was new
was that fuelwood was being sold at markets in ever increasing quantities.
Both the types of sales and the scale were new.
When we last visited Mbere in July 1982 we saw clear signs of changes,
both in arresting deforestation and in reforesting. These changes were obviously
linked to the privatization of land, for by this time most people in Mbere had
title to their own lands, and were both planting more trees, as well as dis
couraging or forbidding any cutting of existing trees, except for certain approved
purposes (e.g., supplying timber for a new house).
In the next section we consider what forms reforestation has taken. Here
we look at factors that may be responsible for changes. As in all aspects of
social change, it is difficult, if not impossible, to attribute change to any single
cause or action or agent. Change is always multi-dimensional. But we can
isolate at least some of the main contributing factors, Including the following:
(1) At the national level, President Maoi has, from his inauguration in 1978,
consistently emphasized the importance of trees. This cannot be dismissed as
simply rhetoric, as there has been a distinct effort by several government de
partments- Agriculture, Forestry, the new Ministry of Energy, and the Adminis
tration--to raise awareness about the dangers of deforestation, and to encourage
tree planting. The exhortations have been backed by increased support and
incentives for reaching the peasant farmers: nurseries are better financed, and
agricultural extension officers have been promoting soil conservation and tree
planting. By taking practical actions that reach many people (e.g., increasing
supply of seedlings) the government has helped to increase acceptance of the
President's directives on tree planting, which are by now well known and
"Internalized" for most people.
(2) The United Nations Conference on "New and Renewable Forms of
Energy," held in Nairobi in August 1981, emphasized bio-mass, especially fuel
wood and tree planting. This led to the formation of KENGO, a coalition
of non-governmental organizations Interested In rural energy-i.e., fuelwood.
The U.N. Conference also helped to raise the public consciousness about fuel
wood and reforestation, because it was accompanied by many features and
announcements on the radio (and radios are an effective means of communication
In rural areas) and in the press (although newspapers are less effective than
radio).
(3) Another presidential action, the banning of traditional beer drinking
In 1979, also probably had Indirect effects. Although we were initially skeptical
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as to how effective the ban on karuba would be, we were surprised to notice
the considerable decrease In beer-drinking In Mbere In 1982. It was not only
that fewer drunks were weaving about the roads-as compared to the early
1970s--but also that In remote areas very few people risked brewing Illicit
beer. (Permits were obtainable from chiefs for certain traditional rituals such
as weddings, and there was a remarkably strict control.)
We surmise that the decrease In drinking is correlated with an increase
in taking responsibility for one's future, and with a belief that some sort of
development Is possible (see below). Brewing beer does require the use of fuel
wood, which had increased a little in price, but there Is no evidence that this
was linked to the decrease in brewing. Maize cobs are also used for brewing.
(4) Perhaps the most important direct factor was land reform, which was
just beginning in 1970, and which by 1982 was virtually complete in many parts
of Mbere. There is a direct and obvious correlation between security of title
and willingness to make long-term investments such as building permanent
houses and planting trees.
(5) Several other rural developments should be mentioned. We do not
suggest that there is a causal relationship between these and tree-planting
(although there may be), but they add up to indicate that both attitudes to
development and actual achievements have changed. We have not completed
our analysis of all the changes, and of our comparison with 1970, but we draw
attention, tentatively, to these areas of change:
(a) Education: Secondary schools have increased from three to
six and enrollment has quadrupled to nearly 2,000. Primary schools have
twice as many children enrolled, nearly 20,000. Nursery schools have also
increased. There are twice as many. Adult education (i.e., literacy classes)
has 8,000 adults (mostly women) enrolled in 1982. In December 1978, President
Mol issued a directive that everyone should be literate by 1983, a directive
reinforced by his 1980 announcement that literacy would be a prerequisite for
voting .n the next elections. Once the politicians realized that their illiterate
voters would no longer be able to use symbols (cock, lion, hoe, aircraft) they
fully supported the literacy drive. One organizer told us that the karuba
(beer) ban had helped their enrollments.
(b) Health: There are more clinics, but medicines are sometimes
In short supply, and malaria, respiratory diseases, ulcers and Internal parasites
are all still common. Lack of clean water is still a major problem.
(c) Roads: The Rural Access Roads Programme has been a marked
success, bringing hitherto inaccessible areas in reach of markets and social
services. Twenty-nine roads, totalling 210 kilometers have been constructed.
Maintenance has been a problem on some roads.
(d) Veterinary: Despite the fact that some cattle dips do not function
because of lack of water, many more cattle are dipped each year.
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(e) Dams: A special unit of the Ministry of Agriculture was construc

ting several dams, all of which were fenced to keep cattle out, and planted with
trees on the surrounding areas.
(f) Women's Groups: This is another new feature, nearly 100 women's
groups being active in Mbere. While none were directly involved with tree
planting, they were effective ways of raising awareness and generally promoting
rural development. One group had (with the help of outside donors) built the
Klthunthuri Community Center, the largest building in the Division.
(g) Commerce: There are more shops, stocking a wider range of Items.
For example, bread, milk, and paraffin could usually be bought daily at Slakago,
although there were periodic shortages.
(h) Houses:

Many quite substantial brick or stone houses are being

built.
(i) Other: Siakago, the administrative center, had both electricity
service. These had mainly symbolic value for most people, as
telephone
and
there were only two or three private subscribers to each service, but they are
potentially Important.
This whole package of changes indicates at least two things. First, there
is a generally favorable climate for development in that people want to be able
to read, want clinics, roads, dips and schools. This commitment to development
was dramatically seen in a 1982 local decision to move the irua, the circum
cision ceremonies which were traditionally held in August (the dry month when
there should be plenty to eat and drink, and also a school vacation), to December.
The reason was that the all-important examination, CPE (Certificate of Primary
Education, which determines admission to secondary school) is held soon after
August, and newly circumcised boys may not perform well on the examinations
then.
Second, for the first time since independence (1963) people accept that
they will have to rely on themselves for much. Earlier development plans
(especially the Mbere Special Rural Development Programme, 1970-1975) had
unintentionally induced a strong sense of dependency, of reliance on government
to provide everything. It would be difficult to prove either of these statements,
but we are convinced that they are valid, and so are nearly all the people
officials, teachers, shop-keepers, farmers-with whom we talked.
This changed climate has facilitated the task of government officials
charged with overseeing control of charcoal sales, or enforcing soil conservation
measures. In 1970, the divisional agricultural officer complained that "farmers
tell me not to be a colonialist when I say they should not cultivate on hilisides,
or that they should terrace their lands." Today, farmers ask agricultural staff
when they can visit their farms to help them with conservations measures
such as bench terracing or grass strips. From the earliest colonial reports (1907),
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Terracing (Panicum makarikarlensis) and planted trees
on Gitibore Hill, with individual land titles.

the Mbeere have been rather patronizingly viewed as pleasant but conservative
and resistant to change. This stereotype was held not only by colonial officials
but also by Kenyans, and most of the senior officials in Mbere are non-Mbeere.
In 1982 we found a distinct change, both in conversations with officials and In
their written reports, for now the Mbeere are seen as responsive and amenable
to new suggestions and Innovations, and the old stereotypes are seldom heard.
However, we do not wish to create an impression that all is well, for
many people are still struggling to make a living on small pieces of not very
fertile land. What we do stress is that an appreciable proportion of the rural
population Is making effective attempts to Improve their farms, and to plant
trees, and that they are being helped by government policy and actions.
REFORESTATION
In 1982, we enlisted the help of 83 local secondary boys and girls who
completed questionnaires for us during their August vacations. The students
were required to collect information on three households in their ituura
("community"), Including one household that was richer than average, one
average one, and one poor household. Each household head was then asked
certain information, both on socio-economic and on energy aspects of the
household. These surveys supplement our own observations and systematic
enquiries over the years, and help provide answers to these questions, all
of which relate to tree-planting.
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Who Plants Trees?
Generally the people who are better off plant mcre trees. This includes
school-teachers, government officials, and others with off-farm income. But
there Is no one-to-one correlation, as some relatively prosperous people have
planted few trees. Also one of our friends is a remarkable illiterate old man
who planted his first traes, jacaranda, in 1951, and who has by now planted
well over a thousand trees near his home. In his case, he did have the advan
tage of being near B.A.T. (the British-American Tobacco Company) which both
served as a model, with its impressive avenue of trees leading to the manager's
house, and which also supplied some of the seedlings. The choice of jacaranda
trees is of interest, as it is (with Grevillea robusta) a common first choice.
It has no benefit in products (no timber, fuelwood poor), but It is prized for
Its shade and its ornamental value. We conclude that it is important to promote
tree-planting regardless of the species. When people are accustomed to planting
trees then more emphasis can be placed on species selection.
What Species are Planted, and for What Purposes?
The survey gave strong collaborative evidence of what sorts of trees
people like and why they plant them. Popular trees are those that supply:
(1) fruits (mainly for sale) such as oranges, lerrons, mangos, and papaya (citrus
and mango are especially favored as they are useful cash crops); (2) timberMelia volkensii; (3) shade and ornament-Grevillea robusta, Jacaranda mimo
sifola; (4) boundary and windbreak-Croton megalocarpus. Few trees are
planted explicitly for fuelwood, but many trees are expected to provide some
fuelwood, among other benefits. Government tree nurseries are now beginning
to emphasize multi-purpose trees, that can meet several needs, Including the
supply of fuelwood. Nibeere people recognize the different qualities of their
indigenous trees, and know very well which are best, for example, for simmering
gruel, but In gathering fuelwood these days availability is the main criterion.
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Discarded pottery jar wirn
fruit seedlings (papaya ',-and.,
mango).

-Meliavolkensl
germinates after passage through
digestive cract of a goat.
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Mature mukau, straight grain bole and trunk
splits easily for construction timber.

Planted grove of indigenous species: Albizia tanganyicensis
(mucabi); Melia volkensil (mukau); and Mangifera indica
(mugembe); cotton as understorey.
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Grove of planted trees, indigenous Faurea saligna
(mwanjati) in fuelwood lot at bit4Ijure.

Homestead boundary fence, screen, and shade with
exotic, but naturalized, Grevillea
robusta (mubarIti.
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Planted mango and Jacaranda
macakaranda), Divisional Center, Siakago.
and
(mugembe

Where do People get Seedlings?
from a neighbor," or
Many seeds are "collected in the bush," borrowed
only after passing
germinate
which
volkensli,
"found in the goat-yard" (Melia
for Mbeere
through a goat, or after being boiled; but the first way is simpler
farmers).
headThere are two large nurseries in the Division, and one at District
Ishiara
the
in
quarters at Embu. The Forestry Department's nursery is located
there is a
Irrigated settlement project, where water is readily available, as
a small
piped supply from the River Thuchi. This nursery, established on
The 1982
years.
recent
In
scale many years ago, has been greatly expanded
seedlings
82,300
1981,
(In
target for seedlings to be distributed was 100,000.
slamea;
were distributed.) Main species Include: Grevillea robusta; Cassia
papaya, and
Jacaranda mimosifolia; rough lemon, and also cupressus, mango,
avocado.
Sh 5/- for
Prices are 25 cts to 75 cts for the timber trees, Sh 2/- and
from Chuka, in
the fruit trees, most of the latter being bought by people
buy in quantity.
the neighboring District of Meru, who come in trucks and
This points
environment.
kinder
a
The Chuka people have more money and
the Shs 5/
afford
cannot
to the difficulty of reaching the poorest people, who
ensure
and
per seedling, and who would not be able to look after seedlings

Government nursery plot at Ishiara, July 1982.

Pricking out citrus at KltuI
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nursery.

their survival. (One Kenya shilling is worth about 7 U.S. cents.)
Some Leucaena leucocephala spp. are grown for fodder for goats In the dry
areas, and in addition there are several indigenous trees: Cordia abyssinica;
Mella volkensil. and Tamarindus indica.
As well as the seedlings that were sold, 28,000 were given free to government institutions such as schools, and on the National Tree Planting Day, any
person can get ten seedlings free. This Is a well-organized nursery, with
fourteen permanent laborers and a supervisor.

Prison nursery (Kitul) with warder, a trained nurseryman.
The British-American Tobacco Company has a newly established nursery
near Its local office In Ena, with emphasis on supplying tobacco growers with
trees they can use for fuel in curing tobacco. Located near the River Ena,
a perennial water supply, this nursery had 620,000 seedlings, mainly Eucalyptus
.. , Cassia samea, Grevillea robusta, and some experimental Leucaena.
Seedlings are sold at 10 cts each, with one tobacco farmer buying up to 2,000,
while a school child may buy five. In addition, schools are supplied with free
seedlings.
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B.A.T. Nursery at Ena leaf buying center.

Ao

U

B.A.T. Nursery dam (Kitui) for seedling watering and
Irrigation from the local permanent river.
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Soil preparation (plastic tubing) from alluvials and mulch
in compost medium (B.A.T.).

Burlap sacking for shade of the germinating seedlings (B.A.T.).
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Fired brick tobacco barn. Note use of improved
flue, less fuel supply needed.

NN
Coppice regrowth from planted Eucalyptus spp. thinned out at
least once. Note the spaced rows.

(Planted by tobacco farmer at Kltul.)
-20

As well as the large government and B.A.T. nurseries, mention should
be made of smaller scale nurseries, especially of the "Chiefs' Nurseries".
Chiefs and sub-chiefs are being encouraged to set up small local nurseries,
as a communal work project, to help to meet the needs of the local people.
Some of these nurseries, particularly those that had access to water, were
doing quite well.

Y.

x,

./ .

Young volunteer collecting water for seedling propogation
at community nursery (Migwani, Kitu).

Tamarindus ndica (muthithi), community nursery (Migwani, KituI).
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When do People Plant?
The optimum time Is just at the outset of the rains, preferably In November
of seedlings
(short rains), although April (long rains) will also do. Transport
(and petrol)
venicles
often creates a bottleneck, as there are seldom enough
start
available for the distribution. And if there is any delay, the rains may
are
and make some places difficult of access. Partly for this reason, there
some experiments with direct planting, obviating the need for nurseries.
CONSERVATION
Sol Conservation
Cultivation on hillsides and burning were increasing at an alarming rate
In the early and mid-1970s, but are done less frequently today, judging both
by visual evidence as we travelled about the Division, and by conversations
with agricultural officers. At Makunguru Hill (behind Slakago), for example,
several farmers had been persuaded to abandon farms that were high up on
the steep slopes, and to cultivate lower down, even though they had titles
to the land. One extension agent explained, "we use a soft tongue at first.
We have not used force, but we hope to persuade owners of the really steep
slopes to give up their land to the County Council for afforestation, or at
least to plant trees themselves. We help them." And help was also provided
to many farmers on a range of soil conservation measures such as bench
terraces, grass strips and cut-off ,drains. Extension agents measure and advise,
and sometimes provide labor to db some of the work.
There has been less careless or willful burning started by hunters or herdsmen. Portions of Kiang'ombe Hill used to be burned every dry season, threa
tening the valuable Forest Reserve on top, but in the last three years. there
had only been on fire, which was caused by children.
Energy Efficiency
There have been few attempts to conserve fuel by using improved stoves
or Jlkos, so we cannot comment on their successes or problems. B.A.T., how
ever, had started to Introduce an improved furnace for tobacco barns, the
Malikisi Furnace #2, used successfully In Western Kenya, and said to use only
half the fuelwood of a conventional furnace. The new type requires a modest
Investment of two days' labor and 200 bricks, and it appears to offer much
promise for conserving fuel. It remains to be seen how many tobacco growers
will perceive the advantages and be able to afford the "modest investment".
One other conservation measure relates to charcoal. Charcoal burners
are supposed to cut trees only after: (1) getting permission from the sub-chief,
and (2) agreeing to plant two to five trees to replace the one felled. (The
number varies In different areas.) Although not 100 percent effective, these
controls have had some results judging from what we saw and by what we
were told. Once again, the granting of individual title to land has proved a
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powerful Incentive to preserve the assets, including soil and vegetation. Whereas
In our last visit we had seen charcoal sacks stacked at "charcoal stations" every
one or two kilometers. along the major Mbere roads, on this'visit we saw hardly
any, and one stack was clumsily camouflaged to prevent detection (see photo
graph below). All officials insisted that the controls had been fairly effective,
and they were obviously taking the regulations seriously and trying to enforce
them.

%J

Banning the local charcoal trade led

to attempts at camouflage.
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FUELWOOD COLLECTION
Most people who were Interviewed by our student assistants reported
some extra difficulty in getting fuelwood, compared to five years ago, but
there appeared to be few real crises-people are managing. This contrasts
to the situation In Kirinyaga, as reported by Castro, and In Upper Embu.
There was limited use of alternate fuels. About half the households Inter
viewed used paraffin for lighting, a few at the top end of the socio-economic
scale used charcoal, and two or three reported using cow dung or maize straw
for fuel. Some people were using such woody vegetation as lantana, formerly
only used for kindling, as a fuelwood. Recent reports from Kenya say that
there was a widespread national shortage of paraffin in late 1982.

Lantana thicket where boundaries have not been adjudicated;
used as a fuelwood reserve for kindling.

'
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Advertisement for alternative charcoal types made from coffee
wastes. Not many people can afford such substitutes.

Some of the cow-dung that is not used for fuel in Mbere Is spread on
the fields as fertilizer, but some is sold (e.g., in Mbeti) to the richer farmers
from Upper Embu, who pay Shs. 30/- for an ox-cart load, and Shs. 100/- for
a truck load of manure (Nyaga Mwaniki, personal communication). This confirms
Angelique Haugeraud's observation of the energy relationship between upper
and lower zones in Embu ("Economy, Ecology and Fuelwood Scarcity in Erbu,
Kenya," unpublished paper, 1982). It also points to the need of carefully
examining all possible fuels and all alternate uses.
Transport of fuelwood is often a problem, and many variants are found,
as Is shown in the following photographs:
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Mwingi market.

This load cost K. Shs. 18/--.

Ox-cart carrying fuelwood. Kamweti, Baragwi Loc., KirInyaga.
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Storage Is beglnn'ing to be a problem in some areas as therehave even
been reports' of the theft of fuelwood, an IndIcatlon of Its, rarty and ivalue.

Fuelwood stacks in homestead, drying under eaves.

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS AND USES OF TREES
For many years the indigenous trees, with few exceptions, were regarded
as an inexhaustible resource, one that all people had access to. The ":xcep
tlons included valuable timber trees, especially Melia volkensli, whicl had
bee.n regarded as individual rather than as clan property for years.
We have consistently noticed and recorded how the Mbeere are cften
forced to use their second, third, and fourth choice (in terms of desliable
attributes for particular heeds) of trees. One of our photographs shcws a
barrel bee-hive patched with metal, because it would be difficult, perhaps
Impossible, to find a suitable tree to replace the original. We also illustrate
Inferior materials (even sisal poles) being used In granary construction, because
the preferred durable woods are not available.
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Beehive barrel repaired because big trunk boles
not readily available.

Well built granary with traditional hardwood
materials of best quality.
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Inferior materials (sisal poles) for new granary,
woman without husband present on land.

As stated above, local people see t.nes as sources of timber, fruit, fodder,
or shade, rather than as providers of fuelwood. In selecting species to be
promoted, care should be taken to Include multi-purpose trees which would
meet at least one of the high-priority needs (timber, etc.), but which would
also provide fuelwood. This would be a more effective strategy than trying
to persuade people to grow trees solely for fuelwood.
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TREE PLANTING AND FUEL' USE, IN KIRINYAGA UJ5IIUC; V
(by Alfonso Peter Castro)

Introduction
KIrInyaga, Kenya's smallest rural district, is located in the Central pro
vince. The district borders Mount Kenya on the north, Nyeri and Murang'a
districts on the west, Embu District on the east and south, and Machakos
District on its soutnernmost tip. Until 1963 the KIrinyaga area formed part
of Embu District. Kirinyaga's total area comprises 1,437 sq. kilometers, of
which approximately 310 sq. kilometers are classified as forest reserve and
national park (the Mount Kenya region). The district's population Is over
291,000. Although the population density of the district's inhabited area
is about 259 people per sq. kilometer, it is unevenly distributed. Ndia and
Glchugu Divisions, covering the seven locations above the Sagana-Embu road,
have higher densities, including four locations which average over 400 people
per square kilometer. Mwea Division, with all the land south of the SagansEmbu road, has an average of 139 people per sq. kilometer. One of its three
locations has a population density of only 94 people per sq. kilometer.
Ecological and Economic Structure
The district's population density reflects and is a product of Its ecological
and economic structure. Kirinyaga can be divided into five zones based on
altitude, annual rainfall, land morphology, and mode of land use. The zones
are: the forest, the tea zone, the coffee zone, the dryland zone, and the
Mwea-Tebere irrigation scheme. Of these, the forest zone, which consists
of the Mt. Kenya forest starting at about 6,000 feet in altitude, is largely
uninhabited. Nevertheless, the indigenous and plantation trees are a valuable
source of timber for sawmills and fuelwood for some local inhabitants, tea
factories, and local institutions such as schools. The forest is under the
Forestry Department's jurisdiction.
The tea zone extends from the forest edge to about 5,600 feet above
sea level, being a relatively cool and moist area. Because of its high quality
KirInyaga's tea consistently fetches among the highest prices at the London
tea auction. Tea growing has proven to be a lucrative activity for the dis
trict's smallholder (growers average only 0.26 hectare of tea plantation per
holding). Dairying is also popular, with graded varieties almost exclusively
being used. Except for an occasional Ficus natalensis (mugumo), one finds
few indigenous trees left. Deliberately planted exotics, notably eucalyptus,
cypress, and pine species, as well as black wattle (once an important cash
Item but now of minor importance) and Grevillea robusta, are the most
typical trees.
The coffee zone ranges from approximately 5,600 to 4,600 feet In alti
tude. Coffee, Kirinyaga's major cash crop, is grown both above and below
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this range, but It does best and is the predominant source of Income In this par
ticular zone. Like the tea zone, the coffee area Is characterized by a rolling
countryside of ridges and stream-fed valleys, many of which are narrow. The
coffee zone is densely populated. Many indigenous trees are scattered throughout
the zone, among the most common being Cordia africana or abyssinica
(murInga), Bridella micrantha (mukoiqo), Markhamia hildebrandtii (muu),Croton
macrostachyus (mutundu), and Erythrina caffra or abyssinica (muboti"). Planted
trees included the-idigenous Croton megalocarpus (mukinduri), grevillea and
various eucalyptus and cypress species.
The drylands zone covers most of the lower part of the district, excluding

the Mwea-Tebere scheme. Coffee is being planted in its upper reaches but
the first few harvests have produced poor quality berries. Less remunerative
cash crops, namely cotton and sunflower, along with maize and beans, are
cultivated. This zone is more sparsely populated, and people tend to be poorer
than their upper zone counterparts. Local (zebu) cattle predominate. In the
upper dryland area the vegetation is similar to the coffee zone, but as one
proceeds lower in altitude to the relatively hot country numerous Combretum
species such as C. zeyheri (muraba), C. mollee (murama), and another C. specie
mutithi: Ficus aensis (mukuyu) and Acacia hocki or tortilis (mugaa) are common.
These trees are avored for making charcoal (except. the ficus). Trees typically
planted are Croton megalocarpus which is resistant to white ants, the grevillea,
eucalyptus, and Cassia spectabilis (munyukwe).
The Mwea-Tebere Irrigation scheme, with over 3,000 tenants and 12,000
acres, Is located in the middle of the dryland zone. Managed by the National
Irrigation Board, the scheme grows about 70 percent of Kenya's rice. The
scheme is unlike other parts of Kirinyaga because its entire population resides
in villages. In other areas it is the p.oor landless or workers such as civil
servants who live in villages or towns. Title deed holders and their households
reside on their shambas (fields). Very few trees, all of them of the drylands
variety, are found on the flat Mwea plain. Deliberate tree planting is limited
to the small village plots (the NIB discourages tree planting as a policy because
of damage to rice caused by birds). Croton megalocarpus is usually planted;
a type of Euphorbia, kariaria, is used for fencing and, when cut and dried,
for firewood.
In general, landholding units are small throughout the district. In the
higher potential areas of Ndla and Gichugu (the tea and coffee zones), shambas
average between four and eight acres. In Mwea division, the dryland farms
usLelly range from eight to 25 acres. These holdings are much less Intensively
used than in the upper zones. Inequalities in wealth exist within and between
zones. Landlessness is a problem in Kirinyaga, and promises to become worse
with the continued rapid growth in population.
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Treeless plains of Mwea, near Nguka, Tebere Loc.

Access to Fuel Supplies
There are seven factors In KlrInyaga that govern access to wood and other
fuel supplies: (1) access to land; (2) the amount of trees, bush and other
local fuel materials one possesses; (3) ability to pay; (4) ability to borrow;
(5) proximity to the forest; (6) the availability of commercial fuels; and (7)
seasonality. These factors are discussed in detail below. The basic argument
presented in the following sections Is that factors work separately and as a
group to create a situation where access to fuel supplies in the District Is highly
unequal.
1. Access to Land. Except for a handful of people who have substantial
non-farm incomes, very few residents of Kirinyaga can afford to be without land.
Yet, one local official estimated that between 10 to 15 percent of all households
are landless, and the actual rate is probably much higher because many married
sons reside on their father's shamba, with little hope of obtaining their own land
or of inheriting any sizable amount. Those landless without claim to a relative's
land pay dearly In terms of cash and hardships for their lack of this basic
resource.
In many villages landless women complained about having "no proper place
to gather wood", of needing "to roam along the road" In search of twigs and
small pieces of wood and shrub. Collecting enough wood is a "struggle", a time
consuming "headache". Their fuel supply is irregular and the bush they frequently
get, such as lantana (mucimoro) and Strychlos spinosa (mubage), tends to burn
quickly. For many, fetching wood is a dialy task that requires considerable
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time. Those performing agricultural wage labor on a piece rate system must
end their day early to have time to gather odd bits of burnable wood or shrub
from "ownerless land", usually vacant County Council plots, where "no one
can ask questions".

Boys with small bundles of fuelwood, Ndulni, Inol Loc.

People In all parts of the district contend that firewood scarcity began
with land adjudication. Before the official privatization of land people freely
gathered wood from the "bush" because "the land had no owner." Wood was
plentiful. Some long-time residents claim that much of Klrinyaga was a "forest".
Women in Kagio village said that in the past people could easily collect and
store enough firewood to last them through the long rains. Now because they
have no land and because of a general scarcity of wood they have great problems.
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2. Amount of Trees and Other Fuel Materials. Access to land alone does
not gu.arantee one of having sufficient fuel. Particularly in the upper zones, but
now In the dryland zone as well, almost all the indigenous bush and the patches
of .antana that have grown wildly are being cleared for cultivation. In a survey
of 208 households throughout the district only 34 households (16 percent) obtained
all their domestic fuel requirements (except lighting) from their own land. To
some extent reliance on purchased fuel, at least for those households with
sufficient incomes, was simply a matter of consumer preference. A household
with many trees might use cooking gas, paraffin, or charcoal because they believe
these sources to be more convenient than firewood from their shamba. Many
households have no choice. Lack of fuel material from their own shamba leads
them to seek fuel elsewhere.
3. Ability to Pay. In Kirinyaga fuel, In the form of wood, crop residues,
cow dung, and other organic materials, Is sometimes a "free good". That is,
people gather it from their own or some other land (a neighbor's shamba, the
roadside, or unused government or county council land), without having to give
money or some other good in exchange. But fuel also exists as a commercial
commodity, and access to it is governed by one's ability to pay. Indeed, with
paraffin and cooking gas, which are imported and industrially produced, all
access is governed by commercial exchange. Wood and charcoal are also
commonly sold. In the survey of 208 households, 150 (72 percent) reported
buying fuel at least part of the year. For poor households buying fuel is a
definite hardship because of frequent cash shortages and the high price of
wood (relative to incomes). Thus, most families only purchase wood at irregular
intervals. When households buy wood or charcoal, they usually continue using
any other available fuel materials, such as maize cobs and lantana bush, in
order to make the purchased fuel last longer.
4. Ability to Borow. As a response to immediate fuel scarcity, and in
order to curtail cash expenditures, many households borrow fuelwood from one
another. Eighty-nine of 208 interviewed households said they borrowed firewood
(43 percent). Several households that were self-sufficient in firewood allowed
neighbors to borrow. Friendship and family relations play an important role in
borrowing. The process of borrowing is simply part of the exchange of favors,
labor, and goods that occurs between many households. One family will recip
rocate at a later date by lending firewood when It has enough or through some
other favor. People try to borrow from a number of neighbors, or else borrow
only In time of dire need. People borrow from neighbors who have large
parcels of land with trees and bush, and from those who happen to have ample
firewood that day. Sometimes when someone wants to clear the bush off their
land they invite their neighbors to chop all the firewood they want.
People do not borrow from "enemies". Near Sagana some women stated
that when they Intend to borrow wood from a friend they bring along some
maize and beans to give them: but when the person is not a friend they "must
bring cash". Where fuelwood is acutely scarce people sometimes will not lend
to neighbors. Ac Ndlmi sublocation a woman pointed to her pile of lantana
and other shrubs and said, "I worked a long time to gather this. How can I
let someone else borrow it. Each has to have their own struggle."
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5. Proximity to the Forest. Proximity to the forest (chiefly Mount Kenya,
but also Njuklini and MurinduKo Hill Forests, which are owned by the County
Council but administered by the Forest Department) Is an important variable
In terms of access to and the cost of fuel In Kirinyaga. People living near
the forest can pay a small monthly charge of KShs. 4/- to the Forestry Depart
ment and are allowed to gather one head load of firewood per day or 30 loads per
month. Except for their own labor and perhaps some transport charges their
fuel is relatively cheap. In contrast, people in the Mwea-Tebere Scheme may
pay up to KShs. 25/- for a single log that may last for one week. In other
areas people buy headloads of wood from sawmills for KShs. 3/- to 12/- which
may last one or two days. As pointed out earlier, because of the relatively
high price of wood and the constant cash shortage that households face, the
buying of wood takes place at irregular intervals. Many families try to purchase
wood only during the long rains when fuel scarcity is especially acute.

Will
Mount Kenya Forest, bordering cleared areas, Mutira Loc.
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access to
6. Availability of Commercial Fuels. Another factor determining
is frequently
fuel supplies is the availability of commercial fuels. The demand that have
homes
of
handful
the
present but the supply is absent. Except for
for lighting; however,
electricity, all families interviewed prefer to use paraffin
that have become
they are often unable to do so because of the paraffin "famines"
common.
complained that
In Nguka, a rice village at Mwea-Tebere, a woodlot vendor
that the rice
thought
they
lorry drivers stopped bringing supplies of wood when
available after the
tenants were running low on cash. "There Is always wood
charcoal vendors
rice payout, but just wait a few months and see." In Sagana
is on a major
complained about the irregularity of supply. Although the town
the vendors
by-pass
lorries
intersection of tarmac roads many charcoal-filled
'Thank you to
say
"We
on their way to Nairobi or other places. Said one vendor,
for days.
charcoal
God' for the ones that stop." At times vendors will be without
The lorries come from Nyahururu and the Rift Valley. Little charcoal Is made near
Sagana because trees are few in number.
seasonality.
7. Seasonality. A final influence on access to fuel supplies is
time of year
difficult
In general, the long rains (from March to June) Is the most
in obtaining
with 171 of 209 households (82 percent) interviewed reporting problems
said they had
sufficient firewood. Ninety-seven of 195 households (50 percent)
seasonality
problems in the short rains. As in the other factors already discussed, to produce
Kirinyaga
of
structure
combines with the socio-economic and ccological
than for
a situation where fuel scarcity becomes a greater hardship for some as the rice
well
as
others. This is particularly true of the landless and land poor,
tenants at Mwea-Tebere.
Fuel Consumption
used
Tables 1 and 2 summarize several aspects about the types of materials
1 the Impor
for fuel, their actual use, and the type of preferred fuel. In Table
coffee
of
prunings
the
stalks,
tance of crop residues, namely maize cobs and
Other
Illustrated.
Is
dung,
trees, the remains of cotton and pigeon pea, and cow
husks,
rice
crop resides used in Kirinyaga include sunflower stock, tea prunings,
beans, and the
the remains of tobacco and cassava plants, the outher cover of
residues are
prunlngs of fruit trees such as mango and lemon. Many of these
Sunflower,
rice.
and
cofee,
tea,
agro-ecological zone specific, as is obvious with
Cow dung
zone.
lower
the
in
pigeon pea, cow dung, and cotton are all used only
fpncing
for
used
Is usually used in the dry season. The Importance of shrubs
spinosa,
material as sources of fuel is also highlighted with lantaa, Strychos
trees.
and Euphorbia (kariaria) being more commonly mentioned than several
and
Table 2 reveals the popularity of exotics, grevillea, eucalyptus,
preferred
between
gap
the
wattle, as preferred fuel sources. The Table also shows
preference.
stated
and actual use. Almost all trees were being used far below their
In contrast,
In most cases use was at least 50 percent below stated preference.

TABLE I
The Most Commonly Mentioned Trees, Plants, Crop Residues
and Other Materials Used for Fuel

Typeof Tree, etc.
Maize cobs/stalks
Lantana camdid (mucimoro)
Coffee prunings
Grevillea robusta (mukema, mubarltl)
Eucalyptus spp. (mubau, munyua mat)
Croton megalocarpus (muklnduri)
Strychos spinosa or Caesalpinia
decapetala (mubage)
Cordla africana (muringa)
Euphorbia spp. (,<ariaria)
Croton macro;tachyus (mutundu)
Bridelia micrantha (mukoigo)
Markhamia hildebrandtil (muu)
Cajanus cajan (pigeon pea, mucugu)
Acacia mearnsil (wattle, muthanduko)
Cupressus spp. (cypress, muthithinda)
Combretum rrolle (murama)
Cow dung
Mango prunings (muembe)
Cotton plant

n =-38
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No. of Households

Percent

309
274
213
202
171
133
103

80
71
55
52
44
34,;'
27

88
851
184,
79

23
.22!
22
20.

,75
.75

19
15

71'
56
35
32
22
12

.18
14
91
8
6
3

TABLE 2
Preference Versus Actual Use on the Day of Interview*
Type of Tree, etc.
Grevillea (mukema)
Acacia Mearnsil (wattle)
Eucalyptus (rnubau)
Croton megalocarpus (mukindurl)
Bridelia micranLha (mukoigo)
Combretumrnmolle (murama)
Cordia africana (muringa)
Markhamia hildebrandtli (muu)
Lantana camdid (mucmoro)
Maize cobs/stalks
Combretum spp. (mutithl)
Combretum zeyherl (muraba)
"Kagoko" (a eucalyptus spp.)

129
84
71
52
247

34
22

51
31

14
8

19 .
141

43
19
1
8:
13
13
59
76
0

11.

6-.
6
33
2
-2

22
13
12
6
6
5,

Percent

No. Actual Use

Percent

No. Preferrred

21

3
2
3,
3
6
20

2

Other Noteworthy Contrasts
Cupressus (cyress)
Croton macrostachyus (mutundu)
Euphorbia (karlarla)
Cajanus cajan (mucugu) (pigeon pea)
Fagaroplis angolensis (mukaragatl)
Coffee prunlngs
Cow dung
Cotton plant
Strychlos spinosa (mubage)

2
2
1

9
8
3
2
2
2
1
0
0

.1
1
0
0
0
N

375

2

9
8
20'
15
51
133
5,:
4

5
4
3
1
1

N

=

374

of house
firewood In contrast to the actual number
"best"
the
as
mentioned
Is
species
a
, The number of times
been
mentioned three times or less ieither category have
holds using It on the day of the Interview. Species
list more than one species.
omitted except as noted. Respondents sometimes

Pruning coffee bushes; prunings used for fuelwood.
Karia Village, Inol .ocation
maize cobs and stalks, lantana, pigeon pea, coffee prunings, euphorbia, and
cotton were being used greatly above their stated preference.
Table 3 demonstrates the popularity of the three-stone fire in rural
KIrlnyaga. When contrasted with Table 4, it is clear that many more families
have Jlkos and paraffin stoves than actually use them. These devices tend
to be used for quick cooking, for foods such as rice, chapatis, ugal (porridge),
or tea. Cookers, as well as paraffin stoves and jikos, are routinely used by better
off households, although this is not always the case.
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TABLE 3
Cooking Apparatus In a Sample of 127
Households in Kirinyaga District

Apparatus
3-Stone Fireplace

No. of Households*

Percent

123

97

Jlko

43

34

Paraffin Stove

32

25,

6

5

Cooker

=

27

* Somehouseholds possessed more than one aooaratus.
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TABLE 4
Types of Fuel Most Commonly Used for Cooking,
Including "Light Foods", in a Sample of 211 Households
in Kjrinraga District*

Type of Fuel**
Firewood
Paraffin
Charcoal
Cow Dung
Sawdust
Gas
Electricity

"Cooking"

Percent

'Licght Foods"***

Percent

207
10
9
4
3
2
1

98
5
4
2
1
1'
0.5

162
36
37
3
1.
8
1

77
17
18
1
*0.5
4
0.5

*

The questions upon which this table is based sought to Identify the type
of fuel the household "commonly used" for cooking. As later tables..
reveal, the actual frequency of use for maize cobs and other fuel sources
Is very different.

**

Households sometimes mentioned more than one fuel.

***

Light foods include rice, ugali, tea, and other foodstuffs that can be
rapidly cooked; they contrast with foods such as maize and beans that
require a relatively long cooking period.
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Women cooking on 3-stone open fire, Nyangeni, Ngariani Loc.,.

-

Local Response to Tree Planting

Considerable tree planting by the local people has taken place in Kirinyaga.
The majority of people are aware of the Importance of trees. Many complain
that there are simply not enough seedlings available at nurseries during the
planting season. In many ways tree planting efforts could be called successful.
Nevertheless, there are still many obstacles to afforestation, particularly among
those who are land and water scarce. Increased tree planting will not necessarily
Increase access to fuel among the landless. Finally, the tree planting that has
occurred is still insufficient to meet existing or future demand for timber and
fuelwood.
The 1946 Embu District Annual Report (KirInyaga was then part of Embu)
observed that "...the natives of Embu are much more tree conscious than their
neighbours." Many of the older people In the district began planting trees
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long before the Emergency began In 1952. The recent resurgence In tree
planting started slowly in the mid-1960s as firewood became Increasingly scarce
with the clearing of the bush to expand agriculture. Other respondents said
they began planting trees after the government urged them to do so. Exact
figures on the amount of seedlings issued by the government tree seedling
nurseries appear difficult to come by. However, as early as April 1970 one
monthly Forestry Department report noted that, "The demand for Grevillea
r obusta is becoming higher and higher at Njukiini nursery. An order of many
boxes remains standing to date. We are all stretching our necks watching for
Grevillea seeds." The big movement toward tree planting was further aided
In the late 1970s with the government launching its "Rural Afforestation Exten
sion Scheme," to encourage tree planting. The opening of several nurseries
in the early 1980s. at the divisional and locational levels also helped.
One district official told the author that when the government began
telling people to plant trees few people listened. The only tree planting going
on in the district was by those who were taking their own initiative. The
majority "never took tree planting seriously." As the President's and the
government's requests to plant trees became stronger, and as the shortage of
trees became more apparent, people started listening. "Then the message
caught the people like a fever. People went out and started to plant trees.
We (the government) were caught unaware. We couldn't meet the demand
at the nursery. Next year we will plant many more trees."
Some people have overcome the problem of intense competition for seed
lings by starting their own tree nurseries. Seedlings that have naturally germi
nated and seeds, particularly of the ever popular grevillea, are collected and
cared for In special small plots. The author has seen some such nurseries
with over 200 seedlings. Individuals and groups are sometimes given seed by
the Forestry Department to help start their own nursery.
Perhaps another indicator of the popularity of tree planting is the rising
Incidence of seedling theft. Several people, particularly those who live next
to busy paths, have stated that they "found the hole but no tree." Thefts
of twenty to forty grevillea seedlings have occurred, but the most common
method is to take two or three seedlings at a time. Some people with two
or more plots of land express apprehension about planting trees on land where
they do not have their house plot because neighbors might take their seedlings.
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A headmaster with his personal tree nursery, Kariko, Ino! Loc.

The Official Response to Tree Planting Needs
As mentioned above, the government has tried to encourage tree planting
several ways. Means not already mentioned Include the annual National Tree
Planting Day (which has now been extended to a tree planting week), which cen
ters attention on the value of trees and during which thousands of tree seedlings
have been issued to the public for free; planting of trees at schools, district
offices, and other government buildings; and exhibitions at the Provincial Agricul
tural Show in Nyeri, whose 1982 theme, "Aim at Self-Sufficiency," stressed the
Importance of tree planting. President Moils emphasis on tree planting Is well
known by the local people.
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Tree Nurseries
The center for government encouragement of tree planting Is the tree
nursery. There are 16 publicly owned tree nurseries in KirInyaga (excluding
tea, coffee, and other nurseries). Two are plantation forests, with a capacity
for 500,000 seedlings each. They are located at Kamwetl and Njukiini and
are maintained by the Ministry of National Resources (the Forestry Department). Four nurseries, each with a capacity of 250,000 seedlings, are main
tained under the Rural Afforestation Extension Programme. These nurseries
are situated in the divisional headquarters (Baricho, Wanguru, and Kianyaga)
and at Kerugoya, the district headquarter. Ten nurseries are at the locational
headquarters. These "Chief's nurseries" have a capacity of at least 100,000
seedlings and are financed through the Rural Development Fund.
A nursery is owned by British American Tobacco and is located on county
council land in Sagana. The B.A.T. nursery operates in conjunction with the
Ministry of Agriculture in order to provide firewood for tobacco processing.
Although the numbers fluctuate every year, there were in 1981 about 171
growers with 82 hectares of land planted with tobacco. The tobacco companies
have been trying to establish tobacco growing in the dryland area of lower
Ndia division off and on since the 1930s. During the late 1970s only those
growers with enough wood on their land were able to plant tobacco. Approxi
mately 120,000 seedlings, mostly eucalyptus, were planted from the nursery
during the long rains in 1981.

Pil
Seedlings for sale at Karatina Market.
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Who Does Not Plant Trees and Why
There are three distinct groups In Kirinyaga that have not planted trees:
the landless; the land poor; and others with sufficient land who have not planted.
For the first two groups the primary cause Is resource scarcity: lack of land
and capital. By definition the landless have no land of their own to plant
trees. And they are without capital to purchase any land. Many do have tiny
parcels where their homes are located. On some of these plots people have
planted some trees, mostly bananas but also grevillea and mukinduri trees.
Many village dwellers do nct like to plant trees because of quarrels over damage
caused by falling branches, shade disrupting a neighbor's garden, and similar
disputes that arise from living in such close quarters.
Many smallholders feel hard pressed to meet food crop and cash crop
needs. They feel every possible inch should be dedicated to crops, and that
trees only bring unwanted shade that will hurt harvests. Of course many,
if not most, are acutely aware of their own fuel scarcity. They make the
best use of their hedge (lantana, euphorbia, etc.) and crop residues (maize
stocks and cobs, etc.) as they can. Perhaps a handful of trees are planted
near the homesite, but nothing more.
Not all smaliholders feel too constrained to plant trees. In several cases
people who have lucrative non-farm income sources (the owner of a bar, teachers,
a civil servant or cooperative official, a shopkeeper) will plant 50 or more trees
on parcels of three acies or less. There is little risk-taking in tree planting
for these Individuals. Moreover, these people appear to be highly motivated,
with strong desires to improve their standard of living.
Those with larger parcels of land who do not plant cite many reasons
for their actions (or lack of It). Several "intend to" but have not had the
time. Some did not know where a tree nursery was located. Many still had
bush on their land and felt no pressure to replant. One woman in GatIthl,
who had 10 acres of land, said "God planted the trees on my land," and she
seemed to assume that God would continue providing her with adequate seed
lings in the future. Some of those with relatively large shambas who had
not planted said they "endured many problems" and had to borrow or to
borrow wood. Their behavior should be seen in the context of farm husbandry
standards throughout the district: some people maintain very high standards
and a few maintain very low standards. Almost all those who had not planted
trees though they had more than sufficient land would fall in the latter category.
Who Plants Trees and Why
In a survey of 154 households that had planted trees, the reasons for
tree planting were as follows: firewood (91 percent); poles and timber (73
percent); rain attraction (42 percent); and several reasons cited by under ten
percent - fencing, shade, home beautification, future sale, "fresh air", "good
for future generations", prevent erosion, windbreaks, making charcoal, and
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"good of the nation" (many households cited more than one reason).
Comparing Kirinyaga with Mbere, tree planting for firewood use is more
Important In the former, while planting for timber and other uses is more
Important In the latter. There are several historical and economic reasons
for this contrast. In general, pressures toward deforestation have come earlier
and more Intensely in Kirinyaga than Mbere. Informants reported that consi
derable deforestation occurred in the Emergency period (the 1950s), especially
with the villagization programme. Much tree and bush clearing took place
In the wake of land consolidation, which was carried out during the 1950s
and early 1960s in Kirinyaga's densely populated areas. According to records
available at the Embu archives (file FOR 13/3), much indiscriminate cutting
of trees went on during the mid-1950s in the sparsely populated Mwea area.
The rapid expansion of cash cropping, particularly coffee and tea, created
a further impetus for clearing bush and trees in the 1960s and 1970s. Although
some far-sighted individuals were already planting trees, the rate of replacement
was far below the amount of consumption. By 1966 one Kirinyaga County
Councillor stated at an Agricultural, Land, and Forestry Committee meeting
that, "...many people were experiencing difficulties in obtaining firewood and
felt it was high time something was done so that the situation could be improved
in the future." (KCC-ALF Minutes, September 14, 1966:3). In sparsely populated
Mbere, the land remained relatively well wooded and undemarcated as late
as the early 1970s.
In Kirinyaga planting trees for timber and poles is frequently the primary
consideration, with firewood being a secondary consideration. The tree trunk
will be earmarked for timber uses, while'branches and twigs are pruned for
fuel purposes. However, some households now express a reluctance toward
using their own trees for timber. This is because of the relatively high cost
of hiring pitsawyers to cut the timber. One person remarked that pitsawyers
tended to work too slowly and were too expensive to feed, as they always
demanded "roasted meat and ual" for their meals. nevertheless, some house
hols preferred to have their own trees instead of paying what they felt were
outrageous prices at the local sawmills.
Most tree planting seems to be done by people with four or more acres.
The relationship between landholding size and the amount of tree seedlings
planted is complex. There appears to be a lower limit under which trees
are not planted, though this Is not always true. The greatest amount of planted
trees were found on relatively larger holdings, yet there are many exceptions.
More tree planting has been done in the tea and coffee zone, where the dis
trict's largest holdings tend to be found. In part this is because the bush has
not been cleared from rrany of the latter, and because survival rates for
planted trees are lower in the dry zone, owing to lack of water and attacks
by white ants.
Proximity to a tree nursery encourages tree planting. Near the Njukiini
tree nursery farmers have heavily planted trees, so that it is difficult to tell
where the Njuklinl Forest ends and the private farms begin. The low, govern
ment subsidized price of tree seedlings s certainly an encouragement for
all to plant trees.

Table 5 shows the most commonly planted trees In Klrlnyaoa. ..The over
whelming popularity of exotics Is clearly demonstrated.

TABLE 5
The Most Commonly Planted Trees*
No. of Households

Type of Tree

149
118
92
49
26
26
17
15
13
1t.
9
7
6.

Grevlllea robusta (mubarlti)
Eucalyptus spp. (mubau)
Croton megalocarpus (mJkinduri)
Cupressus spp. (cypress)
Acacia mearnsii (wattle)
Cordla africana (muringa)
Croton macrostachyus (mutundu)
Bredelia micrantha (mukoigo)
Jacaranda acutifolia
Pinus spp. (pine)
Cassia spectabilis
Stephania abyssinica (mulrla)
Markhamia hlldebrandtii (muu)
N

*

1'89

Does notlInclude fruit lees.
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Percent
79
62
49
26
14
149
.8
7,
6
5
4
3

SUMMARY
for a richer farmer,
(1) Many people are planting trees, although It Is much easier constraint.
with more land, to plant. There Is no Intractable cultural
fuelwood
(2) Trees are planted for timber and poles, shade, fruits, fodder, and
In
(In that order, except for Kirinyaga), which underlines the need to think
provide.
trees
that
all
of
terms
in
also
terms of multi-purpose trees, and
(3) Land reform, or granting of individual title, has usually been a powerful'
encouragement to plant trees, and there is support for the thesis that
increasing population leads to agricultural intensification.
ago,
(4) The rate of deforestation is not as desperate as was feared a few years
action.
take
to
need
compelling
a
still
is
for a variety of reasons, but there
(5) The section on KIrinyaga indicates that the poorest people there are pro
bably worse off than the poorest in Mbere. Most attention in fuelwood
Intervention has been given to semi-arid areas. Perhaps It has wrongly
been assumed that the higher, more fertile areas have no problem.
RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) More tree nurseries are needed, and existing ones should be expanded and
strengthened. Often, nurseries are handicapped by problems or shortages
that should be easy to remedy - e.g. shortage of plastic bags, or of labor,
or a water pump not working or. needing spare parts. Schools and sub-chiefs
could help either In establishing nurseries, or in setting up distribution centers
for seedlings.

Totally shadeless and treeless primary school (Slakago)
adjacent to Agro-Service Center. A missed opportunity.
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undertaken,
(2) Extension activities (using agricultural extension agents) should-be
with special emphasis on small land-owners, showing that agro-forestry is
possible, with careful planning and management.
at
(3) Indigenous species should be tried and encouraged, as is happening
Ishiara.
should be
(4) Conservation of fuel by improved furnaces, stoves, and jikos
promoted.
as part
(5) There needs to be an integrated approach, viewing energy needs
Government
by
commitment
of total rural development. The commendable
as
leaders should be continued, and supported by practical local measures
mentioned.
RECOMMENDATIONS SPECIFICALLY FOR KIRINYAGA
safeguards)
(1) Plans should be made to reopen Kerugoya Forest (subject to strict

to the public for firewood collecting purposes. Before this occurs planning
and action needs to be done to ensure that the forest will not suffer moreof
damage. Much replanting is needed in the forest, and the encroachment
agriculture should be halted.

(2) Tree planting should be especially encouraged in the dryland areas near
the Mwea rice scheme. With long term planning and proper management
the villagers could sell wood and charcoal to the' rice tenants as a cash
crop.
CONCLUSION
handle
Our surveys indicate th3t the Forestry Department alone cannot

landowners
reforestation, but must rely increasingly on encouraging individual

a clear and important
to plant trees. However, the Government does have
considerable influence.
role, and the President's interest in this problem has had
facilitate the production
Government should offer guidance and advice, and also

of seedlings at its own and at others' nurseries.

Special attention needs to be

are often unskilled
paid to the care and management of trees by people who
could extend its extension
In this area. Government cannot reach all people, but

and through
services and also work more through local officials such as chiefs
primary and secondary schools, as well as non-governmental organizations
such as churches and women's groups.
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APPENDIX 1
Number of Trees Planted and Survival Rates
Note: The appendices are based on surveys conducted by high school
students working under our supervision in August 1982. The students took
their assignments seriously, and these results are based on a selection of forty
four of the completed surveys (i.e. 132 households-three for each student,
omitting any that were incomplete). The students were each asked to survey
three households in their home area, one wealthier than average (A), one
average (B), and one poorer than average (C). Students were selected so
as to cover the three main ecological zones, I, II, III, with I high (in elevation,
rainfall, agricultural potential), II medium and III low.
These tables are subject to errors but do represent broad trends in Mbeere
households.
A
(Richer)
No. Trees
Planted
(Mean)

B
(Average)

C
(Poorer)

No.
Trees

Nc.
Trees

All
Households
No.
Trees

ZONE 1
II
UI

88
101
36

79
68.
22

13
18
10

60
62
23

All Zones

74

52

14

47

We cannot explain why the more favored Zone I should show slightly lower
figures than Zone II, for numbers of trees planted.
What is significant here is the pronounced decrease in trees planted In the
C (poorer than average) households, for all zones, showing a clear correlation
between wealth and ability to plant trees. One In four of the poorer (C)
households had planted at least a few trees.
The proportion of planted trees that survived was surprisingly constant, at
about 64 percent, except for the poorer households in the least favored zone,
where surviving trees were only 40 percent.
In some cuses, there were relatively low survival rates In "high",most favored
zone, for reasons that are not clear.
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APPENDIX 2
What Sorts of Trees do People Plant?
Examining surveys of 116 households, a clear order of species preference
Is apparent. Looking first at numbers of households that plant particular
species, this is the order:
Households
67
timber)
(building
1. Melia volkensis
58
2. Mango (fruits for sale and eating; shade)
.49
3. Citrus (fruits for sale and eating)
37
4. Grevillea robusta (timber, shade, ornament)
32.
5. Croton megalocarpus (fencing)
14
(fruit)
Papaya
6.
7. Eucalyptus spp. (timber, fuelwood)
In terms of numbers of trees planted; the order Is: Grevillea robusta, mella
volkenslI. fruit trees, eucalyptus.
This confirms that people do plant trees for fruit, timber and shade, rather
than solely for fuelwood. This impression was gained by questioning the
people on why they planted trees, as well as on observing which species were
planted.
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APPENDIX 3
Richer, Average and Poorer Households
The student enumerators were told how to choose one household in each category,
with the choice Inevitably being rather subjective. Then they collected some
basic Information for a household wealth index. These data are still being
classified, but a clear basis of social stratification Is seen. For example, this
Is the sort of pattern for household possesions--froni poorest to richest:
axe
watch or clock
vono bed
at least one Iron roof
liko (charcoal stove)
bicycle
radio
sprayer (for cotton)
plow
water tank

wheel barrow
brick house
ox cart
stone house
In addition, richer households had more adult members; tended to have a source
of off-farm Income; visited Embu (district and provincial center) frequently,
and Nairobi at least once a year; had more livestock, although there Is no
absolute correlation here.
The significance of wealth differences Is thaL the C households lag far behind
the others In tree-planting activities, lacking labor, capital, knowledge or
other resources.
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